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PRC-ECTING ROCKETS FRCM LIGHTNING

tv Huang Yannian

Men -tion Ihigtning an, nc on.v is everyone -ailar .i h it but

-.ev are very muh afraid or it. .:,unerst.r-s Ere mcs- : mmorn

"he summer and fa-l. Everv summer after The arrival 3f :ne rainy

season, many cloud formations become electrically charged.

_mitted is a tr;ef esr3ot n c f w n,

in order to avcij being struck by Lzh- ' cec i n-7

rods on the tops of buildings. Lightni;ng roJs are iesizneJ :n tre

basis of the point discharge principle. Today man's sD22eactrVrtes

have become more and more frequent and more and more arge rccikets

are launched. In order to ensure that a launch is su2ess:uiv zar-

ried cut, people have to pay close attention to weather ronzctions

for the period of the launch. Since, at the time the rocket 4s se:

upright on tLe launch pad, if there are electrically nhar-ei rlouds

approaching above it, there is the danger of the rocket einK struck

by lightning, and particularly after its has been fueled with tropel-

lant, if it is struck by lightning it can explode. i-e

devastating to the entire launch pad.

What can be done? First of all it is necessary to rely upon the

local weather reports in order to rationally plan the launch opera-

tion and to prevent the rocket and the electrically charged cloud



formation from meeting each other. But this is a passive measure.

Today's weather reports can neither ensure sufficient accuracy nor a

o-f Janger. At many launch pads this problem appears to te even

more ser:ous, particu;arly during thunder storms.

Such being the case, what are the positive measures? This involves

doing whatever possible in the area outside the Launch pad to head off

daniercus cloud frmations which may be driftin . toward the sky above

the launch cad. This path is relatively broad and at oresent there

are :hree steps which can be employed. The first is the principle of

using lightning rods, w;ihin wnich the first measure is the D-lacement

of many vertical rods :n:er the target c1ou, and using the point 4is-

oharge of these verti:cal roos to crevent e*eircal onarging of the

cloud formations. The second measure is using "lightning rods" which

are extended into the -cud layer. This also can be accomplished by

two measures. Jne is using a small solid-fuel rocket, such as a :)w-

priced hail dispersing rocket, to raise a conductor wire up into the

clouds, the other end of the conductor wire being buried in the zround

giving rise to a connection betwee:n ne sky aocve andt ground belcw

2ee Fi . 1). The elecric al cha in the incu fermation can nen

be Jrazwn through the o-nductor wire to tne zErc .n.. 2aus in@ -ne e'i2'-.

rical charge in the cloud formation to jisaptear. an tneretv e 7ni

ating the "electrified" cloud formation. Als- using normal balloons,

the conductor wires are carried into the clcuds. and the resu i

the same as the above method (See Fig. 2). The second measure is

using the gas dynamics method to try to change the path of movement

of the target cloud formation. For example, using aircraft to drop

into the clouds large amounts of substances which can have a scatter-

ing effect, causing the air currents to descend or to change direct-

ions. The third measure is trying to cause neutralization of the

posite charge in the target cloud formation. With this method air-

craft can be used to drop into the cloud formation some metallizec

fiber chaff. These ultra-thin conductors cause the two different

characteristic charges in the cloud to be joined and neutralized.

Also, using small size rockets to penetrate electrified cloud forma-

tions can trigger lightning causing the two opposite charges to
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become neutralized.

The various measures descritbed above are) in orinciple all feasible

b!.;i the dezree of difficulty in actually implementing them differs

grea tiy. The scie-nce of the atmosphere is very complex and with re-

spect, to Certain mechanisms of lightning, they are now still not com-

pletely understood. An infinite amount of energy is contained in the

lightning occurrir's on the earth. The amount of energy stored in

charged clouc formations in an area of 1000 cubic kilometers is comp-

arable to that of several atomic bombs. If we had a more profound

understanding of the mechanism of lightning phenomena, knew how to

harnesS -,::s effio,_ency and could j4ust become the masters of the

'-ht-ningr, we could change harm into- benefit and obTain ood there-
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